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The equipment mainly used for rainfall observation is trying to improve the measurement accuracy
by introducing various rainfall measurement techniques such as gravimetric or tipping bucket as
rain gauge. However, although it has been around 600 years since its invention in Korea, the
fundamental methodology for collecting and measuring precipitation is still the same. In addition,
because only the precipitation of a certain point is observed and the spatial density is very low, it is
difficult to guarantee the observation accuracy.
  In order to shift the paradigm to the precipitation observation methodology, we use complex
advanced observation equipment such as weather radar, PARSIVEL, and 2DVD, but also high
installation and maintenance cost, limit of installation location and inevitable environmental
damage for installation. The side effects are great.
 Therefore, the proposed technique is cheap, easy, does not need to consider the place of
installation, and it is intended to develop a precision weather observation terminal device with
better spatio-temporal accuracy than existing technologies.
 According to the observation result of the prototype precision precipitation observer proposed in
this paper, the result of precise precipitation observation with temporal high resolution of 1/10
second was confirmed. In addition, it is confirmed that more accurate precipitation observation is
possible compared to the existing rain gauge observation. In addition, it was possible to precisely
observe in real time the temporal change of precipitation that existing equipment could not
observe. From these results, we expect to be able to analyze and predict more closely the
relationship between air physics and the atmosphere and precipitation in the future.
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